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The delicate interplay between the effects of mechanical rubbing and subsequent photo-induced
chemical reactions on polyimide films has been studied for aligning liquid crystals. Exposure to
linearly polarized ultraviolet~LPUV! light was found to profoundly alter the direction and the
degree of molecular orientations obtained by rubbing. A simple model is presented to describe the
observed changes in the director orientation. The results show that LPUV exposure can be very
effectively used to control and fine-tune liquid crystal alignment. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~97!02447-9#
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Substrates with obliquely evaporated SiO laye
Langmuir–Blodgett films, rubbed polymer films, and li
early photopolymerized films possess anisotropic surface
tential and have been successfully used to align liquid c
tals ~LCs!.1–4

Among the various methods, rubbed polyimide~PI!
films are most commonly used in mass production of
displays~LCDs! because of the simplicity of making them
and their good thermal stability. Several PIs currently in u
exhibit sensitivity to ultraviolet~UV! light.5,6 It is believed
that irreversible anisotropic chemical reactions induced
linearly polarized UV~LPUV! light cause changes in th
alignment of LC molecules.7 Presumably, polymer aggre
gates in a PI layer, which are anisotropically oriented
rubbing,8–10 can be modified by LPUV. We have studied th
surface morphology of rubbed PI films before and af
LPUV exposure with atomic force microscopy~AFM! and
measured their optical birefringence. In this letter, we rep
the results of our study of the interplay between the effect
mechanical rubbing and LPUV exposure of PI films. T
main features of the experimental results are described
simple model.

In our studies, we use the PI SE610~Nissan Chemical
Co.! and the nematic LC E48~British Drug House!. PI films
are prepared by spin-coating and soft baking at 100 °C
15 min, followed by hard baking at 220 °C for 1 h. The
films are rubbed two and four times, for comparison, usin
velvet cloth wrapped cylinder with a surface velocity of 1
m/min. The rubbed PI films are subsequently exposed to
LPUV light. The intensity of the polarized UV light from a
Xe lamp is approximately 6 mW/cm2. A Nanoscope III from
Digital Instruments, operated in the contact mode with a c
stant force, is used for the AFM work. The optical birefri
gence is measured using a He–Ne laser and a photoe
modulator~PEM 90, Hinds Instruments!.

As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the polarization direction of
LPUV makes an anglef0540° with respect to the rubbing
direction. Figure 1~b! shows the microscopic texture of
sample which is rubbed two times. Only one half of t
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substrate is exposed to LPUV light for 20 min. The rubbi
direction, R, coincides with the axis of one of the cross p
larizers and minimum transmittance is obtained in the un
posed region~marked as I!, as expected. The exposed regi
~region II! appears bright. Minimum transmission for th
region is obtained upon rotation of the LC cell by 50° cloc
wise or 40° counter clockwise showing that the LC alig
ment direction has changed by 40° and become perpend
lar to the polarization direction of UV.

FIG. 1. ~a! Relationship between the rubbing direction and the direction
polarization of LPUV.L is the easy axis andDj represents deviation of
alignment direction from the direction perpendicular~the dotted line! to the
polarization of LPUV.~b! A homogeneously aligned cell between cross
polarizers. Cell’s rubbing direction coincides, R, with the axis of one of
crossed polarizers. Dark~bright! regions marked as I~II ! are without~with!
LPUV exposure.
/97/71(21)/3162/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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To further understand the LPUV induced changes,
determine the changes in surface morphology with AF
Prior to LPUV exposure, micro-scratches and PI clusters
tending in the direction of rubbing are clearly visible in Fi
2~a!. Anisotropy in film’s morphology, seen in the accomp
nying power spectrum, is believed to be responsible for
alignment.8–10 After LPUV exposure, the prominence o
these scratches and hence the anisotropy is diminished,@Fig.
2~b!#. Interestingly, the PI micro-clusters now appear to
elongated in the direction perpendicular to the polarization
is believed that the photoreaction process is responsible
their formation. The power spectrum shows a new branc
an angle of;40° with respect to the rubbing direction. Th
albeit subtle change in surface morphology profoun
changes the LC alignment direction as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

Since the easy axis of LC alignment coincides with t
fast optical axis of the PI films, the deviationDj of the
alignment direction, L, from the direction normal to the p
larization of LPUV @Fig. 1~a!# can be determined from th
film birefringence. Figure 3 shows the time dependence
the measured optical anisotropy~birefringence!, in polar co-
ordinates, for the twice rubbed PI film with LPUV exposur
of 0 min ~circles!, 5 min ~squares!, and 20 min~triangles!.
After 20 min, the fast optical axis is rotated by 40°. Also,
is evident from Fig. 4 thatDj→0 with increasing exposure
time, i.e., alignment direction rotates by 50°. It should
noted that unrubbed PI films, when exposed to LPUV, a
align LCs perpendicular to the polarization direction.5 With
the help of the model presented below, it should be poss
to control and fine-tune the LC alignment.

We believe that the LC alignment depends on the ori
tational distribution of photosensitive C~O!5N bonds in the
PI film including those in the imide ring. The average dire
tion of C~O!5N bonds in PI is nearly parallel to the polyme
chain. Without rubbing or UV exposure, the angular dis
bution of these bonds can be assumed to be azimuthally

FIG. 2. Surface morphologies obtained by AFM and their power spectra
a rubbed PI film~a! without and~b! with LPUV exposure.
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tropic ~i.e., independent off).7 The orientational distribution
that polymer chains and C~O!5N bonds acquired during rub
bing can be assumed to be a Gaussian peaked in the dire
of rubbing. Consequently, the LC director becomes para
to the rubbing direction.

However, as a previous Fourier transform infrar
study11 has confirmed, the UV irradiation selectively diss
ciates photosensitive bonds that are parallel to the polar
tion direction. This decreases the polarizability of PI mo
ecules along that direction and reduces the dispersive~van
der Waals! interactions between the LC and PI molecule
The azimuthal distribution of~remaining! photosensitive
bonds becomes anisotropic. The LC director, which orie
along the extremum value of the distribution of photosen
tive bonds, becomes strongly dependent on anglef. Assum-
ing that the azimuthal and polar distributions are independ

r

FIG. 3. The angular dependences of optical anisotropy for a two tim
rubbed film. The open circles, filled squares, and open triangles repre
exposures of 0, 5, and 20 min, respectively.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the angle of deviation,Dj, on LPUV exposure time.
The circles and triangles denote the experimental results for two and
times rubbed films, respectively. The solid lines represent best fits to Eq~2!.
The dashed and dotted lines are the calculated curves forA50.1 and 0.5
min/deg, respectively.
3163Kim et al.
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of each other, the resultant distribution of C~O!5N bonds
can be written as

N~u,f,t !5N0~u!expF2
1

2S f2fb

w D 2G
3exp@2at cos2~f02f!cos2 u#, ~1!

where f and u denote azimuthal and polar angles of t
direction of transition moment of the photosensitive bon
with respect to the LPUV’s electric field.N0(u) is the initial
angular distribution of photosensitive bonds andw represents
the width of f distribution. The exposure time ist and the
parametera depends on the UV intensity. Here,fb andf0

denote the azimuthal angles for the rubbing and LPUV
rections, respectively. Forfb50, the LC alignment direction
fs induced by the LPUV exposure satisfies the equation

t sin 2~f02fs!1Afs50, ~2!

whereA5(1/w)/(2a cos2 u).
Solid lines in Fig. 4 represent a fit of experimental da

to Eq. ~2! for f0540° andDj5fs150°. From these fits
we obtain A50.2460.01 and 0.3660.01 min/deg for the
two and four times rubbed films, respectively. For interm
diate values oft, there is competition between the effects
rubbing and LPUV exposure. The angle of rotation lies b
tween 0° and 50° and the birefringence is reduced from
initial value. With increasingt, the easy axis rotates toward
the alignment direction preferred by LPUV, i.e.,Dj→0 and
the birefringence increases as LPUV begins to affect the
tribution of bonds deeper in the film. The width of th
Gaussian distribution,w, is related to the surface anchorin
energy in such a way thatw decreases with increasing rub
bing strength. For stronger anchoring, i.e., smallerw, it will
take longer exposures to rotate the easy axis. The dashe
dotted lines in Fig. 4 are the calculated results forA50.5 and
0.1 min/deg, respectively. Clearly, it appears possible
3164 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 21, 24 November 1997
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fine-tune the direction of alignment of the nematic LC dire
tor by adjusting the exposure time and the direction of p
larization.

In conclusion, we have studied the competition betwe
the effects of mechanical rubbing and photo-induced che
cal reaction in Nissan SE610 PI films on the director orie
tation of a nematic LC. It is concluded that LC alignment c
be controlled by combining rubbing and controlled LPU
exposure of PI films. This technique can be used to bu
LCDs with improved viewing angle characteristics. Futu
studies of other substrates with different anchoring proper
are planned and should result in complete understanding
use of this technique.
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